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Einstein’s theory of relativity establishes the speed of light in
vacuum, c, as a fundamental constant. However, the speed of
light pulses can be altered significantly in dispersive materials.
While significant control can be exerted over the speed of light
in such media, to our knowledge no experimental demonstra-
tion of altered light speeds has hitherto been achieved in
vacuum for “twisted” optical beams. We show that “twisted”
light pulses exhibit subluminal velocities in vacuum, being
0.1% slowed relative to c. This work does not challenge
relativity theory but experimentally supports a body of theo-
retical work on the counterintuitive vacuum group velocities
of twisted pulses. These results are particularly important
given recent interest in applications of twisted light to
quantum information, communication, and quantum key
distribution. © 2016 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (260.0260) Physical optics; (080.4865) Optical vortices;

(070.7345) Wave propagation.
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Velocity, the rate at which an object changes its position over
time, is well-defined for Newtonian particles, but cannot in gen-
eral be unambiguously assigned to waves. For the specific and
unphysical case of a monochromatic plane wave, however, a pro-
pagation rate, referred to as the phase velocity, can be attributed to
the beam phase front. The phase velocity vph of a monochromatic
plane wave in a medium with refractive index n is given by c∕n.
A more general expression for vph is required when consider-
ing the propagation of a light beam with phase front Φ�r�; vph �
ω∕j∇Φj, where ω denotes the angular frequency of the beam and
∇ represents the gradient with respect to the spatial coordinate r
[1]. A pulsed beam, which is spatiotemporally localized, is com-
prised of an infinite superposition of monochromatic waves, each
of which propagates at a distinct phase velocity vph�ω�. It is the
constructive and destructive interference among these frequency
components that gives rise to the pulse shape and position. As a
result, the pulse propagates at a speed different from that of
the individual monochromatic waves of which it is composed.
The speed at which the pulse envelope propagates is referred to
as the group velocity vg and is given by vg � j∂ω∇Φj−1, where ∂ω

stands for differentiation with respect to ω [1]; see Supplement 1
for more details.

The refractive index of a nondispersive medium does not de-
pend on the frequency of light being considered. Consequently,
the phase and group velocities associated with a plane wave pro-
pagating along a nondispersive medium’s z axis will take on the
values vph � vg � c∕n, since Φ � �ωn∕c�z. In contrast to plane
waves, the phase and group velocities of light pulses can differ by
orders of magnitude in dispersive media such as cold atomic
clouds [2], atomic vapors [3,4], and structurally engineered ma-
terials [5–7]. Under such exotic conditions, pulse group velocities
can be rendered greater or smaller than c, or even negative [8].
Here we investigate the exotic group velocities exhibited by
Laguerre–Gauss (LG) modes in vacuum. In particular, we observe
and explain subluminal effects that arise due to the twisted nature
of the optical phase front. We use an experimental setup that em-
ploys nonlinear intensity autocorrelation to measure relative time
delays between Gaussian and twisted beams, and show these time
delays to be significant, in some cases reaching several tens of
femtoseconds. Our theoretical treatment predicts that further
exotic effects, such as superluminal propagation in vacuum, might
also manifest themselves as a consequence of the structured
light beams.

Despite their mathematical simplicity, plane waves carry in-
finite energy and therefore are unphysical. More complex waves
that can only be approximated even under ideal experimental con-
ditions, such as Bessel beams and evanescent waves, have been
studied for their exotic group velocities in vacuum [9,10]. A re-
cent publication has also reported slow-light effects in vacuum
[11] for both Gaussian and Bessel-like beams. The work demon-
strated light delays as large as ∼27 fs. The observed effect here
and that of Giovannini et al. [11] are comparable in magnitude,
although different in nature, as the latter results from a “tilting” of
the wave vector. Giovannini et al. reported that the optical group
delay increased with the square of the diameter of the beam, keep-
ing all other parameters constant. Although their model has been
validated through a wave-optics analysis, they interpreted their
results in terms of a ray-optics picture. In their ray-optics model,
the slow-light effect occurs because a ray traveling from the edge
of the beam to the focus traverses a larger distance than an axial
ray. This model predicts that the group delay scales as the square
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of the beam diameter. In the present work, we report that the
group velocity decreases linearly with the OAM value l of the
beam. Because the diameter of an LG beam scales as the square
root of the l value, the scaling law that we observe is consistent
with that reported by Giovannini et al. We have interpreted this
dependence (see Supplement 1) as arising as a consequence of the
twisted nature of the optical wavefront.

Physically realizable beams, which carry finite energy, possess
spatial phase and intensity structures differing from those of plane
waves. LG modes are among the most commonly encountered
examples of such beams, and are solutions to the paraxial wave
equation. It may therefore be more transparent to frame the initial
theoretical development in the language of pure LGmodes, which
serve as a more natural basis in which to consider slow-light effects
in vacuum arising from a twisting of optical wavefronts. Notwith-
standing the aesthetic and pedagogical appeal of a pure-LG-mode
theory, our experiment is carried out using vortex beams, such as
hypergeometric Gaussian (HyGG) ones, as these are more readily
generated experimentally for reasons that will be made clear later
[12]. LG modes are an orthonormal and complete set, in terms of
which any arbitrary paraxial mode can be expanded [13], includ-
ing HyGG modes. They are characterized by azimuthal and radial
mode indices, l and p, respectively. These modes are eigenstates
of orbital angular momentum (OAM), and in vacuum carry
OAM values of lℏ per photon along their propagation direction
[14,15]. LG modal transverse intensity profiles feature intensity
maxima at rmax � w�z�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jlj∕2

p
, where w�z� is the beam radius

upon propagation [16]. The LG mode phase fronts have helical
structures, and in vacuum are given by

ΦLG�r;ω� � ω

c
z � ωr2

2cR
� lφ − �2p� jlj � 1�ζ; (1)

where R≔ R�z;ω� is the radius of curvature of the beam phase
front, ζ≔ ζ�z;ω� is the Gouy phase [17], defined in Supplement 1,
and r;φ; z are the standard cylindrical coordinates. The depend-
ence exhibited by ΦLG on its spatial coordinates r, angular fre-
quency ω, and the indices l and p suggests that the phase velocity
of these LG modes also depends on these values. Indeed, when
explicitly calculated, the phase velocity is found to depend on r,
ω, l, and p, i.e., vph�r; z;ω; p;l�. This concept is illustrated in
Fig. S1 of Supplement 1, which shows the spatial dependence of
the phase fronts associated with Gaussian and spherical waves.
This phase velocity leads to the conclusion that vg is a function
of r; z;ω; p, and l, i.e., vg�r; z;ω; p;l�.

The group velocity is calculated by means of a procedure de-
scribed in Supplement 1, where we also show that the slow-light
effect arises largely from the structure of the wavefront radius of
curvature, as distinct from the Gouy phase effect already discussed
in the theoretical literature [18–20]. Indeed, the Gouy phase ef-
fect is an order of magnitude smaller than that observed in our
experiment. Notably, the slow-light effects investigated here are
observed to arise due to the twisting of the optical phase front
itself, which causes the beam’s intensity maximum to follow a hy-
perbolic trajectory.

The group velocities associated with LG modes having differ-
ent p and l indices are shown as functions of distance in Fig. 1.
Figure 1(a) demonstrates that beams with l � 0 propagate at
subluminal and superluminal speeds depending on propagation
distance for all values of p. Specifically, for propagation distances
bounded by jzj ≤ zR, these modes exhibit superluminal speeds,

which at the waist increase linearly by δv�p�g � 2.5 × 10−5 cp
for the fairly typical case of light at 795 nm with a beam waist
of 100 μm. At the positions z � �zR , where zR � ω w2

0∕�2c� is
the Rayleigh range, all modes propagate at c. Beyond zR , sublu-
minality can be observed. Despite their fast-light behavior at the
waist, beams with p ≠ 0 still lag behind the Gaussian mode as a
result of their having experienced subluminal velocities prior to zR.

The competing slow- and fast-light effects characterizing the
propagation of p ≠ 0 modes cancel to a significant extent for pro-
pagation distances beyond zR , rendering p-index-induced pulse
delays extremely difficult to measure. By contrast, for a fixed
p � 0, LG modes are found to exhibit slow-light behavior for all
propagation distances and all values of l, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In
this case, light speed reduction at the waist increases linearly with
l by δv�l�g � −1.6 × 10−4 cl for light at 795 nm with a beam
waist of 100 μm. Although this effect is small, the time delay
experienced by l ≠ 0 pulses increases monotonically with propa-
gation distance, reaching measurable values far from the waist.
Nonetheless, the expected time delays for l ≠ 0 relative to l � 0
Gaussian pulses are on the order of a few femtoseconds for the
wavelength of light and beam waist considered, since the portions

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Group velocities of focused Laguerre–Gauss modes as a func-
tion of propagation distance. (a) Group velocities as a function of propa-
gation distance for LG modes with l � 0 and various values of p. These
velocities pertain to the on-axis case, r � 0. Three different propagation
regions can be identified: a first subluminal zone z < −zR , a superluminal
zone jzj < zR , and a second subluminal zone z > zR , where zR � ω
w2
0∕�2c� is the Rayleigh range, at which all modes travel at speed c.

(b) Propagation dependence of group velocities for LG beams character-
ized by p � 0 and different values of l. These group velocities are calcu-
lated not along the beam axis but at the radial position corresponding to
the beam intensity maximum rmax � w�z�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jlj∕2

p
. rmax defines the

circle through which will pass all rays associated with a given LG mode
in the ray tracing picture. With the exception of the l � 0 case, all
modes are found to exhibit subluminal behavior throughout propagation.
These results are obtained from simulations of light at a wavelength of
795 nm with a beam waist of 2.5 mm, focused by a thin lens of focal
length 400 mm.
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of an l ≠ 0 beam that are maximally intense experience more
pronounced phase front curvature effects. A ray tracing picture,
however, may be relied on in order to explain why beams carrying
different OAM exhibit subluminal behaviors. In this picture, op-
tical beams with higher values of OAM possess higher transverse
wave vectors, so that the longitudinal components of their wave
vectors are reduced. Therefore, their phase velocities are decreased
as a consequence of increasing their OAM values. However, this
geometrical optics picture is not fully accurate, since it is in-
capable of explaining superluminal effects of the sort observed
in Fig. 1(a). Therefore, the need for a highly accurate arrival time
measurement strategy is clearly indicated [11,21].

A schematic of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. We
measured the relative time delay between a Gaussian reference
pulse and an HyGGl � P

pcpLGp;l pulse by implementing a
technique analogous to noncollinear intensity autocorrelation
(see Supplement 1 for more details) is more accurate. We spatially
overlap these noncollinear pulsed beams inside a beta-barium bo-
rate (BBO) nonlinear crystal. A time delay is introduced between
the two pulses using an optical delay stage. When this delay is
minimized, the pulses are spatially and temporally overlapped
within the crystal, leading to maximization of the noncollinear
second-harmonic generation output pulse intensity. In this way,
time delays experienced by the test beam can be detected by meas-
uring the delay stage movement required to restore maximal pulse
overlap. Using this technique, changes in relative arrival times of
the Gaussian and twisted pulses induced by increases in the
HyGG mode l index can be measured within femtoseconds.

Figure 3(a) shows normalized power measured as a function of
the delay stage position using the autocorrelation technique de-
scribed (see Supplement 1), for HyGG modes with various values
of l. As can be seen, measurable shifts occurred between all
HyGGmodes presented in the figure. These peak shifts arise from
differences in the pulse arrival time induced by the subluminal

speeds experienced by different HyGG beams during propagation.
In particular, the shift in peak position between the LG0;0 and
HyGG6 modes is approximately 7 μm, corresponding to a time
delay of 23 fs, from which can be inferred a maximum fractional
group velocity drop of 0.1% relative to c. This fractional velocity
drop is determined from the theoretical curves plotted in Fig. 1.

The velocity drop recorded here is that corresponding to the
z � 0 propagation position, and it therefore represents the slow-
est pulse propagation speed reached during the experiment. Time
delays experienced by variousHyGGl modes relative to the LG0;0
reference mode are shown in Fig. 3(b). These results reveal the
expected linear dependence of pulse arrival time on l for a specific
propagation distance (see Supplement 1). This dependence may be
understood with reference to Eq. (1), which indicates that phase is a
function of the index l and the radial curvature R�z;ω�. While the
l index is clearly shown to play an important role in determining
the group velocity of an LGmode, the effect of the p index is far less
pronounced, for reasons discussed earlier. Thus, HyGG and LG
beams will experience similar time delays, up to some correction
factor. In the far-field, the group velocity of any LG mode asymp-
totically approaches c; see Fig. 1. Therefore, the time delay between
LGp;l and LG0;0 reaches a constant value far from the focus.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the investigation
presented here. First, the group velocities of twisted LG beams
(HyGG beams) have been shown to differ measurably from those
of Gaussian pulses, even in free space. This surprising pheno-
menon can be interpreted as arising from diffraction effects in

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for measuring subluminal speeds of twisted
pulsed beams in vacuum. The test HyGGl beam is generated using a
spatial light modulator (SLM) onto which is displayed the hologram
shown in the figure. Reference LG0;0 and testHyGGl beams are focused
into a type-I beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal. Second-harmonic gen-
eration (SHG) output transverse intensity profiles of the test, cross, and
reference beams are shown in parts (i)–(iii) of the rightmost inset. When
the delay between the test and reference arms is on the order of the pulse
duration, one photon from each can be upconverted to produce an SHG
photon. By conservation of linear momentum, this photon will exit the
BBO crystal at the bisector between the SHG beams produced by the test
and reference beams alone. Conservation of OAM further requires that
the SHG outputs (i)–(iii) carry OAM values of 2l, l, and 0 [22,23]. The
inset shows beam profiles obtained experimentally for the case l � 1.
Note that the hologram shown here generates a pure l mode with an
infinite superposition of p modes, where most of the power resides in
the fundamental p � 0 mode. Legend: BS-beam splitter, T-delay line
(trombone), M-mirror, f-lens, I-iris, and D-detector.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Subluminal light propagation of HyGG modes in free space.
(a) Normalized power obtained from the autocorrelation technique de-
scribed in the text as a function of delay stage position, d , for HyGG
beams with l � 0; 2; 4; 6. Raw data are presented along with the fits
used to estimate pulse peak positions. Power was measured at each stage
position over a period of sufficient length to suppress Poissonian noise.
The widths of the autocorrelation traces were found to fall in the range of
201� 6 μm, but in the interest of clarity, only the peaks of the auto-
correlation traces are shown. (b) Arrival times of HyGGl pulses relative
to an LG0;0 reference pulse extracted from peak positions determined
directly from experimental data. A linear relationship between arrival
time and l is observed, and the experimental data (blue dots) are plotted
along with theoretical data (red dots) obtained from the group velocity
expression derived in Supplement 1.
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vacuum, as it results in wavelength-dependent phase and group
velocities. This is different from the standard approach to calcu-
lating group velocities for a pulse in a medium considering the
dispersion relation. Further, exotic phase and group velocity ef-
fects inevitably arise for any physically realizable beam, for these
must necessarily possess nontrivial spatial amplitude and phase
structures, which result in other-than-luminal propagation speeds.
For the particular case of twisted light, spatial structure can lead to
slow-light effects whose magnitudes depend directly on various
beam parameters, including the modal l and p indices.

These findings carry great practical significance, particularly
for classical and quantum communication and quantum informa-
tion with twisted light [24–26]. Single photon sources have a lim-
ited pulse width, which depends on the pump pulse duration.
Although it is possible to implement some of the quantum pro-
tocols, such as the decoy state quantum key distribution (QKD),
with an attenuated coherent state, most of the quantum informa-
tion schemes require photons to have a certain temporal coher-
ence. This temporal coherence length is on the order of several
tens of micrometers (femtosecond duration), which is exactly the
temporal length of the laser pulse that we have studied. Therefore,
our results, both theoretical model and experimental results, are
valid for the case of single photons as well. In light of significant
recent interest in implementing QKD and quantum computa-
tions with structure photons, one must take the presented sub-
luminal effect for twisted photons into account.

Unless differences induced in LG mode pulse arrival times are
compensated for, the subluminial and superluminal effects re-
ported here could result in the out-of-sequence detection of
pulses, or the failure of quantum logic gates. A photon in an
OAM qubit state jψα;βi � �αj0i � βjli�, where j0i and jli, re-
spectively, represent LG0;0 and LG0;l modes, generated by a
sender (Alice) at time t � 0 will travel at a group velocity that
depends on the values of α and β. As a result, the photon’s arrival
time at the receiver (Bob) will be given by tα;β �

R
z�reciever
z�source dz∕

vα;βg �z�. As this treatment shows, the message will reach Bob at a
time that will depend on α and β. More generally, photons asso-
ciated with an arbitrary mode jψ fclgi �

P�∞
l�0 cljli will exhibit

arrival times tfclg, which will depend on the set fclg of amplitudes
associated with each LG component comprising the beam of interest.

Photon OAM has been shown to represent a valid state label
that can be used to distinguish one photon from another. From a
quantum information standpoint, therefore, one could imagine
how a Hong–Ou–Mandel (HOM)-type experiment could exhibit
great sensitivity to the slow-light effects explored here. In particu-
lar, a HOM experiment carried out, for example, with one photon
in an LG0;0 mode and the other in a coherent superposition of
LG0;0 and LG0;1 modes would already be expected to register only
a limited dip, due to the partial distinguishability of the two pho-
tons on the basis of their OAM. However, our work has shown
that a second effect will also be at play: in addition to being
damped due to the partial distinguishability of the incident pho-
tons, one would also expect the HOM dip obtained in such an
experiment to be skewed as a direct consequence of the different
arrival times of the two photons. Given the critical importance of
the HOM effect in quantum information protocols, this second
effect may have a wide range of practical consequences.

Notably, our results should not be misattributed to lens thick-
ness effects [27], which have been avoided by removing any lenses
in the path of the LG beam following its generation. We have

shown that time delays on the order of several femtoseconds
can arise between LG modes due to the group velocity effects we
have explored, depending on the geometries of the sender and
receiver optics. As a result, any communication scheme [28,29]
or computation protocol [30] relying on twisted light must account
for the slow and fast light effects that we have demonstrated.
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